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An unusual p* shape resonance in the near-threshold photoionization
of S1 para-difluorobenzene

Susan M. Bellm,a! Julia A. Davies,b! Paul T. Whiteside, Jingwei Guo,c! Ivan Powis,d! and
Katharine L. Reid
School of Chemistry, University of Nottingham, Nottingham NG7 2RD, United Kingdom

sReceived 25 February 2005; accepted 14 April 2005; published online 13 June 2005d

Previously reported dramatic changes in photoelectron angular distributionssPADsd as a function of
photoelectron kinetic energy following the ionization ofS1 p-difluorobenzene are shown to be
explained by a shape resonance in theb2g symmetry continuum. The characteristics of this
resonance are clearly demonstrated by a theoretical multiple-scattering treatment of the
photoionization dynamics. New experimental data are presented which demonstrate an apparent
insensitivity of the PADs to both vibrational motion and prepared molecular alignment, however, the
calculations suggest that strong alignment effects may nevertheless be recognized in the detail of the
comparison with experimental data. The apparent, but unexpected, indifference to vibrational
excitation is rationalized by considering the nature of the resonance. The correlation of this shape
resonance in the continuum with a virtualp* antibonding orbital is considered. Because this orbital
is characteristic of the benzene ring, the existence of similar resonances in related substituted
benzenes is discussed. ©2005 American Institute of Physics. fDOI: 10.1063/1.1927523g

I. INTRODUCTION

Experiments in which synchrotron radiation in the uv to
vuv region is used to ionize gas phase molecules are com-
monly used to identify and map dynamical resonances in the
continuum. Such measurements of the spectra and angular
distributions of photoelectrons as a function of their kinetic
energy typically range from a few eV to several tens of eV
above the ionization threshold.1–3 By contrast, laser multi-
photon ionization experiments, in which photoelectrons are
generated close to threshold and where the ionization wave-
length is usually only varied accidentally as a consequence
of defining the excitation step, have rarely made reference to
such resonances.4–7 This has caused a twofold problem:sid
there is little information on resonances in the near-threshold
region swhere they might well be expected to appear as the
interaction of the electron with the ion core is here strongestd
and sii d the unidentified presence of such resonances may
affect the interpretation of the dynamics involving the pre-
pared state that the multiphoton ionization experiments were
designed to probe.

Resonances in the ionization continuum cause a large
change in the phase shifts of the contributing photoelectron
partial waves. Because photoelectron angular distributions
sPADsd are extremely sensitive to these phase shifts8 they are
often a better indicator of the presence of a resonance than
the cross section alone. As the resonance energy is passed

through, the anisotropy of a PAD typically changes, giving a
highly characteristic signature. A cylindrically symmetric
photoelectron angular distributionIsud following two-photon
ionization can be written as

Isud = b00Y00su,0d + b20Y20su,0d + b40Y40su,0d, s1d

where theb20 and b40 coefficients are both anisotropy pa-
rameters,b00 is the angle-integrated cross section, and the
YLM are spherical harmonics. For ease of comparison of val-
ues, and to give anisotropy parameters that depend on the
shape of the PAD only, theb20 and b40 values are usually
normalized by dividing byb00. The resonance is then ex-
pected to show up in a plot ofb20/b00 and/orb40/b00 versus
ionization energy. When no molecular alignment is created in
the excitation step,b40 will be zero sas it would be in the
one-photon cased and −1/Î5øb20/b00ø2/Î5. In the one-
photon case, when the precursor to ionization is not aligned,
the parameterb rather thanb20 is usually used, whereb
=Î5b20/b00 is the coefficient of the second Legendre poly-
nomial P2:

Isud ~ 1 + bP2scosud. s2d

Para-difluorobenzenesp-DFBd has been well studied by
spectroscopists,9 partly because it has an easily accessible
first excited state and a low ionization potential. For this
reason, many studies have employed multiphoton ionization
to study its spectroscopy and dynamics.10–12 It is therefore
important to understand the photoionization dynamics of
p-DFB, particularly out of itsS1 svalenced electronic state in
which ap electron is ejected. In theD2h point group, which
is relevant to the equilibrium structure ofp-DFB, there are
two conventions commonly found in the literature which
lead to different labeling of the irreducible representations,
and thus different choices of the symmetry labels describing
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orbitals and states. These conventions place the molecule in
either thexy or the yz planes with they direction running
perpendicular to the F–F axis in either case. We will assume
the latter orientation in this paper. The effect of switching the
coordinate choice is simply to interchange theb1x↔b3x des-
ignationsswherex may be eitherg or ud.

The electronic transition moment for excitation from the
S0s1Agd ground state to theS1s1B2ud excited state hasb2u

symmetry and lies along they axis. p-DFB has 30 nonde-
generate vibrational modes which decompose into the sym-
metry species 6ag+2au+1b1g+5b1u+3b2g+5b2u+5b3g

+3b3u. The S0sv=0d→S1 excitation process allows, in prin-
ciple, the formation of all totally symmetric vibrational states
in S1, but of the totally symmetric modes only modes 3, 5,
and 6sCF stretch, ring breathing, CCC in plane bend, respec-
tively, with modes labeled using Mulliken notationd are
formed with one quantum inS1 and dominate the observed
vibrational progressions. In addition, twob3g modes,n26

sCCC in plane bendd andn27 sCF in plane bendd are weakly
active as a result of vibronic coupling.9 Excitation of one
quantum in either of these modes inS1 from S0sv=0d gives
rise to a vibronic transition moment that points alongz si.e.,
the F–F directiond.

In recently published work we reported a striking depen-
dence of PADs following the ionization ofS1sv=0dp-DFB
on photoelectron kinetic energy, which we tentatively attrib-
uted to a low-lying shape resonance in the continuum.13 In
this work, we demonstrate by the use of continuum multiple
scattering calculations using an Xa local-exchange approxi-
mation sCMS-Xad that a shape resonance is indeed respon-
sible for the observed behavior. We present photoelectron
spectra and angular distributions following the ionization of
the preparedS1 vibrational states 00s36 838 cm−1d, 51s00

+815 cm−1d, 52s00+1629 cm−1d, 3151s00+2065 cm−1d, and
271s00+436 cm−1d, and ionization with a second photon of
either the same or shorter wavelength in order to examine the
effects of initial and final vibrational states, and of the pre-
pared intermediateS1 state molecular axis alignment on the
experimental PADs.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The apparatus has been described in detail in previous
publications from this group,12,14 here we provide a brief
description and report details relevant to this work. Room
temperaturep-difluorobenzenesAldrich, 99%d was seeded in
helium and expanded through a pulsed nozzlesGeneral
Valved into a skimmed molecular beam chamber. The
skimmed molecular beam was intersected perpendicularly by
a loosely focused laser beam at one end of a 24 cm long drift
tube, magnetically screened by a double layer mu-metal
shield. All surfaces on the inside of the drift tube were coated
with graphite to minimize the build up of contact potentials
and so provide an almost completely field-free environment.

The excitation laser was a pulsed Nd:YAG
sYAG-yttrium aluminum garnetd sContinuum Surelite IIId
pumped dye lasersContinuum ND6000d, the output of which
was doubled and then mixed with the Nd:YAG fundamental
to produce light in the range 259–271 nm which is resonant
with the S0→S1 vibronic transitions inp-DFB. In the one-
color experiments the same beam was used for ionization. In
the two-color experiment, which was only applied when the
S1 origin transition at 271 nm was excited, a second wave-
length was generated by pumping a second Continuum
ND6000 dye laser with the frequency tripled output of a
second Nd:YAGsContinuum Surelite Id. The energy of two
photons at 271 nms9.13 eVd is less than thep-DFB ioniza-
tion potentials9.16 eVd and so no one-color resonant ioniza-
tion occurs in these experiments; the second photon wave-
length was chosen to be off-resonance with anyS0→S1

transitions and varied in the range 266 nm–225 nm. A small
background signal was detected only at the shorter ionizing
wavelengths and was largely due to photoemission of elec-
trons from surfaces within the vacuum chamber with a very
small contribution from single color nonresonant ionization.
Thus, we observed a relatively clean two-color signal and
there was no need for a background subtraction. In the one-
color experiments the energy in excess of the ionization po-
tential is defined solely by the excitation wavelength; in the
two-color experiments it was chosen by selecting the wave-
length of the second laser beam.

Each laser beam was passed through a zero-order half
wave plate before crossing the molecular beam. The wave
plates were rotated by a computer controlled stepper motor,
enablingu, the angle between the polarization vector of the
ionizing light and the direction of ejection of the photoelec-
trons, to be varied. The angle between the polarization vec-
tors of the synchronized excitation and ionization beams was
fixed at either 0° or 90° and the polarization vectors of both
beams were rotated together and with respect to the time-of-
flight axis to give five angles of ejectionsu=0°, 22.5°, 45°,
67.5°, and 90°d. Photoelectrons formed bys1+1d or s1+18d
resonance-enhanced two-photon ionization, and ejected
along the axis of the drift tube, were detected with a 2.5 cm
diameter triple microchannel plate detectorsPhotekd
mounted at the other end, thus giving a small solid angle of
detection. The photoelectron signal was passed through an
amplifier sOrtec310d and the flight times of the photoelec-
trons recorded with a time-to-digital convertersTDC,
LeCroy 2277d, which has a time resolution of 1 ns. The TDC
was controlled and read by a PC via a CAMAC interface
sHytec Electronicsd. In order to minimize the effect of pos-
sible laser power fluctuations during the experiment, photo-
electron spectra were accumulated for 1000 laser shots at
each value ofu and this process was repeated at least 40
times. In addition, power-dependent studies were undertaken
to ensure that the excitation step was not saturated. The pho-
toelectron spectra were converted from their original form,
as a function of photoelectron time of flight, to a function of
internal energy of thep-DFB ion. In order to determine pho-
toelectron angular distributions, each photoelectron peak in
each spectrum was fitted to a Lorentzian function, the area
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under which was taken as the peak intensity at that value of
u. The resultingIsud values were then fit to Eq.s1d in order
to determine the anisotropy parameters.

III. THEORETICAL METHOD

The photoionization matrix elements required to com-
pute properties such as the ionization cross sections and an-
gular distribution parameters were obtained from CMS-Xa
calculations using a methodology fully described
previously.15,16 In brief this entails, as a first step, the con-
struction of a self-consistent ground state neutral molecule
potential consisting of overlapping spherical regions centerd
on each atomic site, in which the exchange contribution to an
effective one-electron potential is represented using the Xa
local density approximation. Electron wave functions can
then be expressed in a symmetry-adapted basis of spherical
harmonic functions on each center with radial terms obtained
by direct numerical integration within the spherical zones of
the potential.

Atomic coordinates were taken from an optimized
MP2/6-31G** structure while other parameters were derived
as previously described.16 The basis functions on the atomic
centers were truncated atlmax=2 sC and Fd or lmax=1 sHd,
while in the spherical outer regionlmax=5 was imposed. A
trial S0 density developed with these parameters was iterated
using standard techniques to obtain a self-consistent ground
state potential and the associated one-electron functions.

In the present work anS1 excited state neutral potential
was then obtained from that of theS0 ground state, modify-
ing the electron density by the ansatz of promoting one elec-
tron from the outermost 2b2g orbital to the 1au lowest unoc-
cupied molecular orbital,17 and then reiterating to achieve
self-consistency while maintaining the modified occupation
numbers. From these two neutral potentials we findDESCF

for the S0→S1 vertical excitation is s−430.624d
−s−430.793da.u.;4.6 eV, a value which is in excellent
agreement, but probably rather fortuitously so, with the ex-
perimental transition energys271 nm;4.58 eVd.

Continuum electron wave functions were subsequently
calculated, and bound initial orbitals recalculated, using po-
tentials derived directly from these converged neutral poten-
tials, adapted to have an asymptotic Coulombic form appro-
priate for ion plus electron, and then photoionization matrix
elements between initial and finalsionizedd states were
obtained16 in a frozen core approximation ensuring orthogo-
nality of the orbital functions. For the continuum state cal-
culations the spherical harmonic basis expansions were ex-
tended to higher lmax flmaxsC,Fd=4, lmaxsHd=3, and
lmaxsouter sphered=8g, reflecting the expected scattering into
higherl waves caused by the anisotropic ion potential. These
calculations were checked for convergence in selected cases
by repetition with the partial wave expansion increased to
lmaxsouter sphered=10, and it was also ascertained that the
bound initial levels were only minimally perturbed by the
asymptotic Coulombic adaptation made to the potentials.

An initial set of calculations examined one-photon ion-
ization from the groundS0 state of p-DFB. Experimental

asymmetry parametersb measured across theX̃s2b2g
−1d and

Ãs1b1g
−1d photoelectron bands recorded athn=21.2 eV have

been reported,18 and at the vertical ionization energies are
reported as 0.89±0.09 and 1.09±0.08, respectively; these
compare favorably with the corresponding values of 0.72 and
0.87 calculated here.

Having thus established that theS0 potential provides a
credible base for these calculations, further calculations were
performed using theS1s… .2b2g

1 1au
1d excited state potential

derived from it. In this case our treatment of the ionization
dynamics needed to be extended to consider, additionally,
possible alignment of the optically preparedS1 state. For
this, fixed molecule photoelectron angular distributions were
calculated from the matrix elements for a specific molecular
orientation16 and these were then averaged over an appropri-
ately weighted distribution of orientations in the lab frame to
obtain predicted photoelectron angular distributions for com-
parison with experiment.

IV. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS

Figure 1 shows the calculated totalS1au
−1 cross section

decomposed into itsl-wave components and partial channel
cross sections; these are thekb1g,kb2g,kb3g electric dipole
symmetry allowed continua. The strong peak at 2 eV above

FIG. 1. CMS-Xa calculations for theS1 au
−1 photoionization:sad cross sec-

tion, decomposed intol-wave components. Higher termssl ù6d make a
negligible contribution and are not shown.sbd Symmetry allowed partial
channel cross sections.scd Eigenphase sums for the symmetry allowed con-
tinuafsame key assbdg. sdd b asymmetry parameterfEq. s2dg for a randomly
orientedS1 state.
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threshold will be identified as a shape resonance in thekb2g

continuum, and it can be seen that there is a corresponding
dramatic dip in the calculated asymmetry parameterb fFig.
1sddg describing the photoelectron angular distribution from
a randomly orientedS1 state sample. Electric dipole selection
rules dictate that thekb2g continuum can only be directly
reached by ionization ofb1u or b3u orbitals from theS0 state
sthere are no occupiedau symmetry orbitalsd. Hence the first
single photonS0 ionization which might also show this same

resonance behavior is thenB̃2b3u
−1, whose vertical ionization

energy we estimate as,14 eV.
The high molecular symmetry imposes several con-

straints, and consequent simplifications, for a partial wave
analysis of the photoionization behavior. The inversion sym-
metry restricts the dipole allowedgeradecontinua to partial
waves of evenl only, and theb2g symmetry continuum is
further restricted to just oddm projections. A partial wave
decomposition of the cross section into individuall waves
clearly demonstrates that below 10 eV, including in the vi-
cinity of the shape resonance, the two lowestsl =2 andl =4d
waves absolutely dominate the ionizationfFig. 1sadg. The
next possible term,l =6, contributes less than 0.2% in this
energy range.

A convenient way to visualize properties of the con-
tinuum is by using a real eigenchannel representation, ob-
tained by diagonalization of theK -matrix normalized func-
tions computed by the CMS-Xa treatment.15,19 From this
transformation one also obtains the eigenphasesma for each
eigenchannel. The eigenphase sum,20 msum=oama, is the
multichannel analog of the single-channel central potential
scattering phase shift encountered in formal scattering
theory. At resonance the single-channel phase will show a
rise of ,p rad; in the multichannel case this rise may be
partially masked by changes in the nonresonant eigenchannel
phase across the same region.

In the present case the eigenphase sums obtained from
the calculation, Fig. 1scd, clearly confirm the dynamic reso-
nant behavior in theb2g symmetry continuum, displaying a
marked rises,0.7p radd in the scattering phase in the region
between 1 eV and 3 eV photoelectron kinetic energy, com-
fortably meeting established empirical criteria for the identi-
fication of a shape resonance in molecular photoionization.21

It is also clear from examination of the individual eigen-
phases in thekb2g continuum channelsFig. 2d that this reso-
nance is substantially carried by just a single eigenchannel.

Figure 3 shows contour plots of this selected resonant

eigenchannel19 which are made in a plane 0.25 Å above the
molecular planessince the latter is a nodal plane forb2g

symmetryd at the indicated photoelectron kinetic energies se-
lected below, above, and at the shape resonant energy. Along
with the corresponding surface representations, these show
the strong localization of the continuum function around the
six-membered ringand the enhanced amplitude that devel-
ops at resonance. These two features, of course, make for a
strong overlap with the initial state wave function and so
support the strongly peaked cross section at resonance,
while the rapid phase change contributes also to the associ-
ated variations in the angular distribution asymmetry param-
eterb.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 4 summarizes the results presented in Ref. 13 in
which thev=0 state inS1 was prepared prior to ionization,
and PADs were analyzed for thev+=0 ion state only. A
strong change in the value ofb20/b00 occurs with photoelec-
tron kinetic energy, whereas the value ofb40/b00 remains
close to zero at all energies. This variation inb20/b00 quali-
tatively matches the behavior seen in the analogousb param-
eter calculated for an unalignedS1 statefFig. 1sddg, with a
marked switch from a parallel to perpendicular distribution
si.e., positive to negativeb parameterd within a few eV of
threshold. However, the one-photon excitation ofS1 p-DFB
would be expected to prepare an aligned subset of molecules
in the excited state. This alignment can be characterized by a
distribution of molecular axesfsud,

fsud = a0 + a2P2scosud, s3d

whereP2scosud is the second Legendre Polynomial andu is
the angle between the polarization vector of the excitation
laser beam and the molecular axis. The maximum possible
degree of alignment induced by one-photon excitation is
thereforefsud=cos2u, or a2/a0=2.

Results of the CMS-Xa calculations described in the
preceding section are included in Fig. 4 to facilitate compari-
son with the experimental data. Values ofb20/b00 and
b40/b00 resulting from a calculation where the maximumS1

alignmentsi.e., a2/a0=2d is assumed are shown for the six
photoelectron kinetic energies studied experimentally. These
calculations clearly demonstrate good agreement with ex-
periment: smallb40/b00 values in the threshold region, but a
dramatic fall and change in sign for theb20/b00 parameters
as the kinetic energy is increased. Also included in Fig. 4 is
a corresponding set of calculated values ofb20/b00 obtained
with the assumption ofno intermediateS1 alignment, i.e.,
a2=0 sin which caseb40 is necessarily everywhere zero, so
no explicit values need be plottedd. The effect of the align-
ment is to increase the value ofb20/b00 at all energies mak-
ing for quantitative, rather than just qualitative, agreement
with experiment. The calculations therefore show that the
experimentally observed behavior of the PADs with photo-
electron kinetic energy is indeed caused by a shape reso-
nance in the continuum. The observed behavior ofb40/b00 is
also predicted, and while this parameter value remains small

FIG. 2. CMS-Xa calculated eigenphase sum and the two most prominent
individual eigenchannel phases for theb2g symmetry continuum.
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there is nevertheless a clear suggestion that intermediateS1

state alignment is important.
A direct comparison of the experimental PADs and the

calculations where the full alignment, i.e.,a2/a0=2, is as-
sumed is shown in Fig. 5. However, while this particular
choice ofa2/a0 represents maximal alignment of theS1 in-
termediate, in a rotationally unresolved system such as this a
reduced value ofa2/a0=0.4 would be predicted in the long
lifetime limit, i.e., where the initially prepared alignment is
reducedsbut not destroyedd by molecular rotation prior to the
ionization step.22 A priori one might well expect this long
lifetime limit to be reached in experiments such as these
where nanosecond laser pulses whose duration is much
longer than a rotational period have been used. Figure 5 also
includes, therefore, a comparison with PADs that have been
calculated for an assumed intermediate alignment ofa2/a0

=0.4. Clearly the agreement between calculation and experi-
ment is actually better fora2/a0=2 than fora2/a0=0.4.

We can bring some further experimental evidence to
bear on this point. We have measured PADs fromS1 p-DFB
in experiments in which temporally overlapped laser pulses
of 1 ps duration were used to excite and ionize a series ofS1

vibrational levels. In this case the laser pulse length is much

shorter than a rotational period ofp-DFB and a maximum
alignment can be expected without any reduction by rotation
prior to ionization. In Fig. 6 we compare the results of these
picosecond laser experiments with those of our nanosecond
experiments including data for all preparedS1 and ion vibra-
tional states, and it can be seen that the results for the two
pulse durations cannot be distinguished. This therefore sug-
gests that either the alignment produced in the two cases is
the sameswith the comparison with calculation suggesting it
is maximald or that the experimental PADs are completely
insensitive to the extent of the intermediate state alignment.

In support of the first hypothesis, similar subnanosecond
time scales for the ionization step in both experiments could
be rationalized by considering the photon flux in the nano-
second pulse experiments. Taking representative pulse pa-
rameters for the ionizing lasersl=270 nm, 3 ns pulse width,
1 mJ per pulsed and assuming that the laser beam is focused
to a 100mm spot we can estimate I <6
31027 photons cm−2 s−1 in the interaction region. When
combined with the predicted magnitude of the ionization
cross section, s across the threshold region of
,20 Mb s1 Mb;10−18 cm2d we obtain sI <1011 s−1

FIG. 3. Resonant eigenchannelsbb2g
in Fig. 2d plotted

at the plane 0.25 Å above the molecular plane at se-
lected kinetic energies below, at, and above the shape
resonance energy. The surface representationssleft col-
umnd are plotted with a common amplitude scale to
show the increased localized amplitude at resonance.
The contour plotssright columnd indicate the locations
of the atomic spheres and the outer sphere at their in-
tersection with the plotting plane by shading.
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molecule−1, or an estimated mean lifetime of,10 ps prior to
ionization, which is significantly less than the rotational pe-
riod of jet-cooledp-DFB s,100 psd. These estimates assume
a smooth temporal profile for the laser pulse and neglect
spiking due to the mode structure of the nanosecond laser,
but are sufficient to show that under the experimental condi-
tions used the laser pulse duration is unlikely to determine
directly the characteristic lifetime of the aligned intermediate
state. We note that this conclusion in part relies on the com-
paratively large magnitude of the predicted cross section
across the threshold region. Conversely, if the inference of
equally strong alignment in the nanosecond and picosecond
experiments is correct, it may tend to corroborate the calcu-
lation’s predictions of a large magnitude cross section.

The CMS-Xa calculations thus demonstrate how the
characteristics of the PADs depend on the near-threshold
shape resonance, and that the quantitative comparisonsse.g.,
Fig. 5d may indicate a strong alignment of the intermediate
S1 state. At the same time both experimental and calculated
b40 values remain<0. However, while a nonzerob40 fEq.
s1dg can only arise in at least a two-photon process where
intermediate alignment is present, the converse is not true;
b40 is not necessarily nonzero in the presence of intermediate
state alignment, but rather the net anisotropy of the process
can all be substantially carried in theb20 parameter.

However, supporting our alternative inference that the
experimental PADs show little overt alignment dependence,
there is an apparent lack of sensitivity to a change in the
excitation-ionization laser polarization geometry. Figure 7

FIG. 4. Experimental and calculated normalizedbLM parameters describing
the anisotropy of the photoelectron angular distributions following the ion-
ization ofS1sv=0dp-difluorobenzene and formation of the electronic ground
state of the ion inv=0. The solid lines joining the calculated points are to
guide the eye. The six energies at which data are shown correspond to the
ionizing wavelengths 266 nm, 263 nm, 259 nm, 253 nm, 244 nm, and 225
nm, and the excitation and ionization polarization vectors are parallel. The
calculation is shown both for an unalignedS1 state, and for an alignment
described bya2=2.0 ssee textd.

FIG. 5. Polar plots of the photoelectron angular distributions whose aniso-
tropy parameters are given in Fig. 4. The points are experimental data points
with statistical error bars going through them. The solid line is the calculated
PAD for an alignment described bya2=2.0 ssee textd. The dashed line is the
calculated PAD for an alignment described bya2=0.4. Theu=0 direction
points vertically upwards and the PADs were all normalized to give the
same intensity in this direction.

FIG. 6. Experimental normalizedbLM parameters describing the anisotropy
of the photoelectron angular distributions following the ionization of a num-
ber of vibrational levels inS1 p-difluorobenzene and formation of a number
of sresolvedd ion vibrational levels. The solid circles represent data taken
when both excitation and ionization laser pulses are of,5 ns duration and
overlapped in time. The open circles represent data taken when both exci-
tation and ionization laser pulses are of,1 ps duration and overlapped in
time. The photoelectron kinetic energy is defined by the total photon energy
fs1+18d or s1+1dg and the vibrational state formed in the ion.

FIG. 7. As for Fig. 5 except that the polarization vectors of the excitation
and ionization are fixed to be mutually perpendicular. This geometry breaks
cylindrical symmetry of the resulting PAD and the measurements and cal-
culations are taken in a plane fixed normal to the light beam directions. The
u direction points vertically upwards and is defined by the polarization di-
rection of the ionization laser beam.
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shows measured and calculated PADs for perpendicular
excitation-ionization polarization vectors. This experimental
geometry breaks the cylindrical target symmetry, and these
PADs are taken in a plane normal to the mutual propagation
direction of the laser beams, and which contains both polar-
ization vectors. The experimental PADs do not differ greatly
from those presented in Fig. 5. While the CMS-Xa calcula-
tion again correctly predicts an effective rotation of the long
axis of the PADs through 90° with increasing energy, at the
quantitative level the agreement with experiment is clearly
not so good as for the parallel polarization case. Neverthe-
less, it is also clear that the calculation does not predict a
great sensitivity to intermediate alignment in this geometry,
with the distinction between the results fora2/a0=0.4 and
a2/a0=2.0 being insufficiently marked to permit a clear iden-
tification of the better choice.

Another opportunity to test the relative sensitivity of the
experimental and calculated PADs to prepared alignment
arises via the excitation of a state that is only accessible as a
result of vibronic coupling. Whereas most of the “bright”S1

vibrational levels are totally symmetricsagd giving a transi-
tion moment that is parallel to the pure electronic transition
momentsb2u,yd, the vibrational level with one quantum in
mode 27 is active on excitation and hasb3g symmetry giving
a b1u vibronic transition moment which points along the F–F
szd direction. In Fig. 8 we show PADs resulting from the
excitation of 271 in S1, ionization with the same wavelength,
and formation of the 271 level of the ion, and compare these
with analogous PADs following excitation of theS1 state 61

and formation of the ion state 61 which gives approximately
the same photoelectron kinetic energy. We see that the ex-
perimental PADs are almost the same in the two cases indi-
cating that theb20/b00 andb40/b00 values following excita-
tion of 271 at this energy lie on the same line as all the other
measured values. The corresponding results of the CMS-Xa
calculationssi.e., for a pump transition moment lying along
zd are also shown in Fig. 8, but these do predict changed
PADs as a result of the different alignment now expected for
theS1 intermediate. Nevertheless, close comparison between
the calculations and experiment for the 271 PAD again sug-

gests an intermediate alignment that is significantly greater
than the long lifetime limit,a2/a0=0.4, must be present.

Shape resonances in photoionization arise when the out-
going electron is temporarily trapped in the vicinity of the
ion core, and one further consequence of this is enhanced
electron-nuclear coupling at resonance. This is frequently
manifested in non-Franck–Condon vibrational branching ra-
tios. Because vibrational states in both theS1 intermediate
and the ion are resolved in ourp-DFB experiments, we
might expect to see some molecular vibrational dependence
in our results. However, we have seen no variation of the ion
vibrational branching ratios with ionization energy. This con-
trasts with earlier related work4,6 in which a change in ion
vibrational branching ratios has been used as a diagnostic of
a resonance. We can also study how the PADs are influenced
by vibrational level.10 In Fig. 9 the dependence ofb20/b00 on
photoelectron kinetic energy is distinguished according to
the intermediate S1 vibrational level prepared, with the data
for all ion vibrational states included, while Fig. 10 shows an
analogous plot when allS1 vibrational levels are included but
the data are distinguished according tofinal ion vibrational

FIG. 8. Polar plots of the photoelectron angular distributions followingsad
the preparation of the 61 S1 vibrational levelstransition moment alongzd and
the formation of the 61 ion state andsbd the preparation of the 271 S1 vibra-
tional level stransition moment alongyd and the formation of the 271 ion
state. In both cases the photoelectron kinetic energy is,0.2 eV. The solid
line is the calculated PAD for an alignment described bya2=2.0 ssee textd.
The dashed line is the calculated PAD for an alignment described bya2

=0.4.

FIG. 9. As for Fig. 6 except that the data are separated out according to the
preparedS1 vibrational level. Only data taken using 5 ns laser pulses are
presented.

FIG. 10. As for Fig. 9 except that the data are separated out according to the
ion vibrational state formed.
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level. It can be seen that in both cases there is little, if any,
dependence of the PAD on vibrational level, other than the
associated dependence on photoelectron kinetic energy.
Again, this vibrational independence of the PADs contrasts
with other examples in the literature.5,6,23

In common with other approaches to the treatment of
molecular photoionization dynamics,6,24 the CMS-Xa calcu-
lations do not explicitly include any effects of vibrational
motion, being performed for a fixed nuclear configuration.
However, insight can be gained by performing calculations
for several fixed geometries, spanning the range of the vibra-
tional motion. In Fig. 11 we show the variation of the asym-
metry parameterb stypifying the behavior of the photoelec-
tron angular distributionsd asall the p-DFB bond lengths are
scaled up and down by a few percent. Although not corre-
sponding to an exact normal mode, this allows us to examine
the behavior under symmetrical breathing-type motions of
the molecule. In these investigations it is found that although
thekb2g shape resonance shifts downwards in energy from 3
to 0.5 eV with increasing bond length, the angular distribu-
tion is, at least qualitatively, little affected. In fact a far more
dramatic change is seen in the shift of a small dip in theb
curve which in Fig. 11 starts at.10 eV and moves down to
5 eV. This dip is associated with akb3g shape resonance that
can be seen from the eigenphase sum analysis at 9 eV in Fig.
1scd. Its rather typical behavior serves to underline the rela-
tive insensitivity of thekb2g resonance to movement of the
nuclei in the molecule.

In seeking to understand this insensitivity to vibrational
motion it is instructive to consider more closely the nature of
the kb2g shape resonance. As can be seen in Fig. 3 there is
comparatively little density on the fluorine atoms in this
resonant eigenchannel until above the resonance energy, and
at the resonance energy itself we note there is some sem-

blance of a sixfold symmetry reminiscent of ap* orbital in
the isolated benzene ring. Repeating the above exercise, but
varying only the C–F bond lengths produces even less
change in the predicted angular distributions, thus emphasiz-
ing the association of the resonance with the benzene ring
structure. It is also then clear that this resonance does not
result from electron trapping in an inner-well potential cre-
ated between the electronegative fluorine atoms, as is some-
times postulated in heavily fluorinated species.25

A more qualitative approach to understanding shape
resonances than the electron scattering calculation under-
taken here seeks to identify them with excitations to virtual
valencelike antibonding orbitals which are embedded in the
continuum.26,27 The 3b2g p* orbital of p-DFB is the lowest
lying virtual orbital of gerade symmetry obtained in minimal
basis calculations. This includes both the conventional
HF/STO-3G sHF—Hartree–Fockd calculation for the S0

ground state ofp-DFB, and also a HF level calculation for
the S1 excited neutral state, performed using the maximum
overlap methodsMOMd implemented in Q-Chem28 to main-
tain the…2b2g

1 au
1 excited intermediate configuration.

Figure 12 compares a three-dimensionals3Dd isosurface
representation of the real resonant eigenchannel with that of
the HF 3b2g virtual orbital and of the analogous 1b2gp* vir-
tual orbital of benzene. The correspondence between these
pictorial representations of thep-DFB resonance and ap*

orbital is obvious, but while this seemingly corroborates a
received wisdom, there are few systematic studies, to our
knowledge, to validate this approach other than as a tool for
post hocrationalization in such cases as this. However, one
such investigation of ninelinear molecules26 concluded that
“the lowestp* virtual orbital always corresponds to discrete
uv transitions, and not to resonances in the continuum,” in
stark contrast with what is shown here forp-DFB. The more
familiar s-type resonances naturally concentrate electron
density between nuclei, the scattering from which then
readily provides a sensitivity to the internuclear spacing due
to interference effects with the backscattered waves, and
which can greatly influence the PADs.29 Here, however, it
can be seen that thep* characteristic of thekb2g resonance
by contrast removes electron density from the internuclear
regions, and thus we can rationalize a much reduced sensi-
tivity of the PADs to the C–C bond lengths in such cases. A
similar reasoning has been invoked to explain the insensitiv-
ity to internuclear separation displayed in a theoretical
study30 of the kpu shape resonance in Cl2.

In one of the few previous cases where a polyatomic
moleculep* shape resonance has been experimentally stud-
ied with vibrational resolution, the ionic state vibrational

FIG. 11. Calculatedb asymmetry parameters showing the sensitivity of the
photoelectron angular distributions to the indicated rescaling of the assumed
molecular bond lengths.sSee text.d

FIG. 12. Left: CMS-Xa kb2g resonant eigenchannelssee Fig. 3d at the
p-DFB shape resonance. Center: HF/STO-3g 3b2g virtual p* orbital of
p-DFB Right: HF/STO-3g 1b2g virtual p* orbital in benzene.
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branching ratio for CS2 was shown to be nearly constant
across the resonant excitation region,31 which carries the im-
plication that the shape resonant ionization dynamics are not
sensitive to molecular geometry. This corroborates theoreti-
cal predictions for this resonance which identifies an atomic-
like nature of thekp resonant state, having the character of S
atom d functions.32 This explanation for CS2 therefore in-
vokes the strong localization of the resonance at the extremi-
ties of the molecule to explain the vibrational insensitivity, in
contrast to the present case where the resonant state is
strongly delocalized around the ring.

The question may be posed whether the analogous ring
p* virtual orbitals in other substituted benzenes might also
correspond to shape resonances in the ionization of those
systems. Table I presents the minimal basis HF/STO-3Gp*

virtual orbital eigenvalues for a number of such molecules.
Such unoccupied virtual orbital energies are not subjected to
variational improvement in the normal course of a HF calcu-
lation, but nevertheless they are seen to be very similar for
these molecules. These eigenvalues may be expected to over-
estimate the energy of a corresponding state embedded in the
ionization continuum, since the removal of an electron on
ionization would undoubtedly lead to a relaxation and con-
sequent lowering of the energy. Using an empirical
correlation26 established for linear molecules, suggests that
corresponding shape resonances would be seen in the region
around 3 eV above threshold, as indeed found forp-DFB.

In the core level excitation spectrum of gaseous benzene
the b2g p* feature is observed as a discrete excitation some
1.4 eV below the C 1s edgesalthough in condensed phase
samples the C 1s binding energy is shifted such that the
b2g p* excitation does now fall in the above-edge
continuumd.33 There is, however, a known tendency for reso-
nances observed in core ionization to be shifted by a few eV
to lower kinetic energy due to interaction with the core hole,
so thatp* shape resonances might still be expected in va-
lence shell ionization. However, in the high symmetrysD6hd
of benzene, dipole selection rules determine that ab2g con-
tinuum can only be accessed by ionization ofb1u or e2u or-
bitals, and the only pertinent valence shell ionization is thus
2b1u

−1. While other valence ionizations in benzene display
clear evidence of ane1u s* shape resonance in the asymme-
try parameters that for the 2b1u orbital has no discernible
structure.2 Even the most recent single center expansion
B-spline density functional theory calculations24,34 give rela-

tively poor agreement with these experimentalb parameters
in the critical region up to 20 eV above threshold. These
calculations do not, however, predict ab2g p* resonance fea-
ture, but it may be noted that they suffer a systematic shift to
low energysdue to the attractiveness of the potential used
and incomplete treatment of screening response effectsd such
that any resonances expected within only a few eV above the
ionization threshold may be “lost” as they are shifted below
threshold. Thus the existence of ab2g p* shape resonance in
the valence shell ionization of benzene remains inconclusive.

The analogousp* virtual orbital in theC2v monosubsti-
tuted halobenzenes is ofb1 symmetry. Photoelectron asym-
metry parameters of chlorobenzene have been measured over
an extended energy range, but with particular attention fo-
cusing on a Cooper minimum athn<40 eV.3 Because of
this interest the data are a little sparse in the threshold region,
but the 6b2

−1b parameter curve displays a very sharp feature
at ,6 eV kinetic energy. However, theb2→b1 excitation is
dipole forbidden and a CMS-Xa calculation we have per-
formed allows the identified feature to be assigned to aka1

shape resonance. For the other bands, although an eigen-
phase analysis suggests a weakkb1 shape resonance at
threshold, neither the calculations nor the experimental data
provide any unambiguously assignable structure in the rel-
evant region.

In contrast, CMS-Xa calculations for fluorobenzene
sC2vd suggest that here akb1 shape resonance may be dis-
cernible at,4 eV kinetic energy, and an eigenchannel analy-
sis reveals a very similar ringp* character for this resonance.
Even more markedly, such calculations suggest that for
1,3,5-trifluorobenzenesD3hd pronounced structure in the
cross section and asymmetry parameter should result from a
ka29 shape resonance at 3–4 eV kinetic energy, and an eigen-
channel examination again shows the ringp* antibonding
orbital character of the resonant state. In neither case are we
aware of relevant experimental data. It would thus be of
some interest to perform further near-threshold ionization ex-
periments for various fluorobenzenes to ascertain whether
they also display ringp* shape resonant features analogous
to that ofp-DFB demonstrated by the present results.

In conclusion, the CMS-Xa calculations demonstrate
that a rather unusual shape resonance is responsible for the
observed behavior in the two-photon ionization ofp-DFB via
theS1 state. The prominence of the resonant behavior seen in
the photoelectron angular distribution is a consequence of
the high symmetry which greatly restricts the relevant con-
tinuum and its partial wave expansion. Unlike many other
multichannel molecular systems the phase shift at resonance
is not greatly masked by a nonresonant phase rise contrib-
uted by many other channels, allowing a clear manifestation
of the resonance in the phase sensitive angular distributions.
The nature of the resonance, with its concomitant lack of
sensitivity to bond length, means that these fixed geometry
calculations give results that compare remarkably well with
the experimental data. These calculations also hint at the
existence of a strong intermediate state alignment, while
demonstrating that such alignment may not necessarily be so
simply manifested as was perhaps anticipated. In particular,
the assumption of a strongS1 alignment does not here sig-

TABLE I. Hartree–Fock minimal basissSTO-3Gd virtual p* orbital eigen-
values and corresponding estimated photoionization shape resonance ener-
gies.

Molecule
p*virtual orbital
symmetry

Eigenvalue
shartreesd

Resonance
energya seVd

Benzene b2g 0.509 11 3.50
Chlorobenzene b1 0.481 49 2.92
Fluorobenzene b1 0.495 05 3.20
p-diFluorobenzenesS0d b2g 0.487 75 3.05
p-diFluorobenzenesS1d b2g 0.458 00 2.42
1,3,5 triFluorobenzene a29 0.480 12 2.89

aEstimate from HF eigenvalues using the correlation given in Ref. 26.
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nificantly increase above zero the second angular distribution
parameterb40 swhich paradoxically could only take nonzero
values because of intermediate alignment effectsd but it does
make more quantitative the experimental-theoretical agree-
ment in the originalb20 parameter values. Nevertheless, the
particular challenges associated with calculating the photo-
electron dynamics near threshold in general, and at reso-
nance in particular, where the photoelectron scattering
should be at its most sensitive, mean that fully quantitative
agreement cannot be achieved and leaves open some ques-
tions relating to the intermediate state alignment effects.

The apparent correlation of shape resonances with vir-
tual orbitals means that other related molecules may display
similar behavior, and this underlines the need for more near-
threshold energy-dependent studies to be carried out. This is
particularly important in cases when the analysis of data re-
lies on the assumption that the continuum function varies
only very slowly with energy.
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